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A new method based on the Young–Laplace equation for measuring contact angles and surface ten-
sions is presented. In this approach, a first-order perturbation technique helps to analytically solve
the Young–Laplace equation according to photographic images of axisymmetric sessile drops. When
appropriate, the calculated drop contour is extended by mirror symmetry so that reflection of the drop
into substrate allows the detection of position of the contact points. To keep a wide range of appli-
cability, a discretisation of the drop’s profile is not realised; instead, an optimisation of an advanced
ontact angle measurement
urface tension measurement
rop shape analysis
essile drop
DSA
oal ash slag

image-energy term fits an approximation of the Young–Laplace equation to drop boundaries. In addi-
tion, cubic B-spline interpolation is applied to the image of the drop to reach subpixel resolution. To
demonstrate the method’s accuracy, simulated drops as well as images of liquid coal ash slags were
analysed. Thanks to the high-quality image interpolation model and the image-energy term, the experi-
ments demonstrated robust measurements over a wide variety of image types and qualities. The method
was implemented in Java and is freely available [A.F. Stalder, LBADSA, Biomedical Imaging Group, EPFL,

mo/d
http://bigwww.epfl.ch/de

. Introduction

.1. Problem description

Surface tension and contact angles are consequences of inter-
olecular forces. The challenge is to understand how these

hort-range forces influence macroscopic behaviour of liquids. The
undamental equation of capillarity (1) relates the pressure gradi-
nt across a surface to its curvature. It has been given in 1805 by
oung [2] and by Laplace [3].

P = �
(

1
R1

+ 1
R2

)
(1)

In Eq. (1), R1 and R2 are the principal radii of curvature at any
oint on the drop, � is the surface tension and �P is the pressure

ifference across the surface.

As contact angles are a very local phenomenon, their direct
easurement is limited by the resolution of the image acquisi-

ion system. Nevertheless, under certain conditions, it is possible

∗ Corresponding author. Fax: +41 21 693 37 01.
E-mail address: aurelien.stalder@a3.epfl.ch (A.F. Stalder).

927-7757/$ – see front matter © 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.colsurfa.2010.04.040
ropanalysis].
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

to apply a global drop model that can help to enhance accuracy and
that allows for a derivation of surface tension.

1.2. Available techniques for contact angle and surface tension
measurements

Several methods for contact angle and surface tension mea-
surements have already been presented. Contact angles may be
measured directly using a goniometer or may be calculated based
on a polynomial fitting, an active contour (or snake) approach or
a spherical approximation. Surface tension can be measured using
the Wilhelmy plate method for example. But pendant or sessile
drop methods [4] are now often combined with an axisymmet-
ric drop shape analysis (ADSA) technique to provide both contact
angles and surface tension based on the Young–Laplace equation.

1.2.1. Goniometer measurement

Due to its simplicity, the sessile drop method is the most widely

employed procedure to measure contact angles. Direct determina-
tion using a goniometer on a telescope, a protractor on pictures or
its computer-based equivalent can often be found [5]. The major
drawback of these methods is subjectivity to operator’s action.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09277757
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/colsurfa
http://bigwww.epfl.ch/demo/dropanalysis
mailto:aurelien.stalder@a3.epfl.ch
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.colsurfa.2010.04.040
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.2.2. Polynomial fitting
In the polynomial fitting approach, a number of points from the

ontour of a drop near to the contact points are extracted and fitted
y a polynomial. The degree of the polynomial as well as the num-
er of coordinate points should be adjusted. The resulting contact
ngle, which is calculated using the polynomial’s derivative, can be
ighly dependent on these parameters [6].

.2.3. Snake approach
The more recent snake approach (DropSnake method [7]) unifies

he global form of a drop and the locality of its contact angle. A snake
s linked by elasticity constraints whose forces are of limited range
epending on the order of the spline employed. Consequently, the
nake is capable of revealing local phenomena such as contact
ngles while keeping trace of the global form of a drop. In addi-
ion, the global model allows for finding a symmetry in the image
hich can enhance detection of a drop’s baseline and tilt angle.

.2.4. Spherical approximation
The most obvious simplification of the Young–Laplace equation

s approximating the solution by a sphere. Considering that sessile
rops are mostly of small volume, action of forces such as gravity
ay often be neglected in comparison to surface tension effects.

he corresponding approach treats �P as a constant in (1) and
esults in a surface with constant curvature, i.e. a sphere. By treat-
ng the contour as a sphere, one easily obtains a contact angle from
few points of the drop boundaries. Using a procedure known as

/2-method, one calculates contact angles by only knowing base
iameter and height of the sessile drop. As long as the spherical
ypothesis is valid, this method yields plausible results [8].

.2.5. Axisymmetric drop shape analysis
In many situations, neglecting gravity and using the spherical

ssumption is too far-fetched. The sessile drop method is employed
f merely gravity is the dominating force. Under such conditions and
iven a horizontal and homogeneous substrate surface, the drop
ay be considered to be axisymmetric. If there are no forces applied

ther than gravity, the pressure difference varies linearly with the
levation according to Eq. (2) [4].

P = �P0 + ��gh (2)

In Eq. (2), �P0 is the pressure gradient at a reference plane, h
tands for the elevation with respect to this plane, �� represents
he difference in density of phases involved and g is the gravita-
ional constant.

For axisymmetric drops, the two principal radii of curvature are
qual at the apex of the drop. Placing the reference plane at this
oint, one obtains Eq. (3).

P0 = 2�

b
(3)

here, b is the radius of curvature at the apex.
In such case, the profile of an axisymmetric sessile drop fol-

ows the well-known insoluble second-order differential equation
f Young–Laplace (4).(

1
R1

+ 1
R2

)
= ��gh + 2�

b
(4)

r using the capillary constant (c = �� · g/�):

1
R1

+ 1
R2

)
= ch + 2

b
(5)
.2.6. Numerical integration of Young–Laplace equation
The Young–Laplace equation for axisymmetric drops was first

olved numerically in 1883 by Bashforth and Adams [9]. The
uthors tabulated solutions to (4) calculated by hand for different
icochem. Eng. Aspects 364 (2010) 72–81 73

dimensionless Bond numbers ˇ = �� · g · b2/� = cb2, which rep-
resent the deviation of the drop profile from a sphere. One may use
these tables in order to identify the profile of a drop and get sur-
face tension values as well as precise contact angles. This approach
is fastidious and limited to a certain range of ˇ. Thanks to com-
puter algorithms, axisymmetric drop shape analysis effectuates
the numerical integration automatically for any number of ˇ [10].
After discretising the drop contour in an image, it searches for the
best corresponding Young–Laplace solution. As a result, an accurate
contact angle and a value for ˇ are provided. Knowing the density of
the liquid under investigation, one can deduce its surface tension
from ˇ. Although the ADSA method has been investigated thor-
oughly and is well-recognised today, deficiencies have been found
when trying to identify surface tensions of nearly spherical drops
[11]. This is due to the fact that for such shapes, significantly dif-
ferent surface tension values result in just slightly different drop
profiles. As the ADSA procedure necessitates numerical integration
of the Young–Laplace equation, it is computationally costly.

The ADSA contours were originally discretised using simple
edge detectors like Sobel [12] or more advanced techniques such
as Jensen–Shannon divergence based methods [13]. Depending on
image characteristics and segmentation procedure, drop edges are
detected more or less accurately. In some cases, especially when
the image is blurred, such approaches are often subject to failure
[14].

A variant of ADSA, called theoretical image fitting analysis
(TIFA), deals with a continuously defined drop contour. It uses
a gradient-based error function and is consequently able to bet-
ter handle blurry images (e.g. captive bubbles) than the standard
ADSA technique [14]. First, a theoretical gradient image is built
using a numerical solution to the Young–Laplace equation. Then,
the error function is defined as the sum of the squares of differences
between an experimental gradient image and the theoretical one.
In this approach, the contour is no longer discretised and the opti-
misation takes into account continuously defined gradient values.
In another variant [15], a component labeling method was used
to improve drop contour detection of noisy images. These tech-
niques can extend the analysis of drop shapes to domains where
approaches based on edge detectors fail because of drop images
being too blurry or noisy.

1.2.7. Analytical approximation solution
In order to obtain a simpler solution to (4), perturbation theory

may be employed. First use of perturbation theory in this context
has been made by Ehrlich [16]. Using surface energy minimisa-
tion, Shanahan obtained a first-order solution to the profile of an
axisymmetric drop [17]. Such solution allowed for the estimation of
contact angles from the drop’s height, maximum radius and contact
radius.

1.3. A new approach: low-Bond axisymmetric drop shape
analysis (LBADSA)

In the presented work, thanks to a judicious parametrisation, a
small-perturbation solution to the contour of a sessile drop based
on the Young–Laplace equation has been derived using basic analy-
sis. Similar to the ADSA method, a theoretical profile obtained from
the perturbation solution gets fitted to the drop contour.

Nevertheless, in LBADSA, the theoretical profile is not fitted to a
discretised drop contour but is optimised based on an image energy

approach. In this approach, segmentation and fitting are combined
in what can be seen as a model-based segmentation. The complete
pixel information is used during the fitting process. This approach is
particularly advantageous when a clear accurate contour detection
is difficult because of unsharp or noisy boundaries. Application of
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mage energies to segmentation tasks is an active research domain.
ollowing current proposals [18], a gradient image energy com-
rising gradient direction is used. This energy term has the benefit
f being invariant to parametrisation [19]. In addition, it is sug-
ested to account for pixel value information by a region energy
19]. Region energies are statistically based and offer the advan-
age of having a wide attraction range. The image energy approach
as already been applied to the domain of contact angle measure-
ents (DropSnake method [7]) and demonstrated its potential for

oisy and/or low contrast data.
Finally, the presented method is applied to a continuous image

f the drop by using cubic B-spline interpolation. Then, the evo-
ution procedure takes place in this continuous domain to avoid
naccuracies introduced by pixelisation and discretisation.

.4. Application to surface tension measurements of coal ash slags

LBADSA was used to analyse drop images of molten coal ash
lags. Those slags play a major role in the design of CO2-emission-
educed power plants in which coal is gasified with the help of
n appropriate reactor (Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle
20,21]). Due to extremely high temperatures in this gasification
tep, ash particles from the coal occur in liquid form (slag) and
epresent a danger for the subsequent gas turbine process.

Removal of ash particles from the synthesis gas leaving the
asification reactor should be performed at highest possible tem-
eratures in order to guarantee good efficiencies of the integrated
ycle [22]. This can be achieved by introducing ceramic spheres
nto the gas’ flow path on which slags deposit [23]. For the cor-
ect choice of ceramics as well as for an appropriate reactor design,
hysicochemical properties of coal ash slags need to be known.
ne of such characterising properties is surface tension which was

tudied using a sessile drop inside a high-temperature furnace.
The particular imaging system of the experimental facility

ometimes produces images with limited contrast that are difficult
o analyse using standard drop detection algorithms. In addition,
rop contours may appear blurred due to heat radiation. To com-
ensate for such deficiencies and to validate the measurement
esults with regard to analysis algorithms, all drop images were
rocessed by LBADSA in addition to two other software packages.

. Methodology

.1. Drop contour detection

.1.1. Unified image energy
A drop contour detection scheme based on unified gradient and

egion energies [19] is used. The combination allows for both pre-
iseness and large convergence radius and was already applied in
he snake approach to drop contour detection [7].

The gradient-based image energy is given by:

edge =
∮
C

k · (∇f (r) × dr) (6)

here k denotes the unit orthogonal vector to the image plane and
f (r) is the gradient of the image f at point r of curve C.

Using Green’s theorem (6) is expressed as surface integral (7)

here ∇· is the divergence operator.

edge =
∫ ∫

S

∇ · ∇f (s)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Te(f )

ds (7)
icochem. Eng. Aspects 364 (2010) 72–81

The region energy is given by:

Eregion =
∫ ∫

S

Tr(f )ds (8)

where the pixel intensity distribution Tr(f ) is required. Consid-
ering that sessile drop images are often produced in dedicated
environments under standard lighting conditions, this distribution
can be determined only once. If pixel distribution is unknown, an
estimation can be taken from an approximate contour during opti-
misation.

Having expressed gradient energy as a surface integral, the
unified image energy is obtained according to Eq. (9) with fu =
meTe(f ) + (1 − me)Tr(f ).

Eimage =
∫ ∫

S

fu(s)ds (9)

where 0 ≤ me ≤ 1 is the weight of the gradient term in the image
energy and can be adjusted based on the application and image
properties.

Applying Green’s theorem again, this unified energy is rewritten
as contour integral

Eimage =
∮
C

f y
u (x, y)dx = −

∮
C

f x
u (x, y)dy (10)

where

f y
u (x, y) =

∫ x

−∞
fu(x, �)d� (11)

f x
u (x, y) =

∫ y

−∞
fu(�, y)d� (12)

2.1.2. Image interpolation
The discrete nature of drop images may influence contact angle

and surface tension measurements [24]. In order to minimise the
influence of discretisation, cubic B-spline interpolation is used
based on its excellent trade-off between interpolation quality and
computational burden [25].

2.2. First-order perturbation solution to Young–Laplace equation

Starting from the Young–Laplace equation for axisymmetric
drops (5), an approximate solution is now developed using first-
order perturbation theory. The motivation is to obtain a closed form
solution which is not available in the general case.

2.2.1. Coordinate system
Fig. 1 represents the meridian profile of an axisymmetric drop

resting on a horizontal surface. Defining the angle ˛ with respect
to the drop’s apex, the origin of this parametrisation is situated at a
distance b, being named radius of curvature at the apex. The profile
can thus be expressed according to:{

x = r(˛) sin ˛
z = −r(˛) cos ˛

(13)

Under the assumption of axial-symmetry r(−˛) = r(˛), curva-
tures indices in this new parametrisation are calculated as follows:

1
R1

= r2 + 2r′2 − rr′′

(r′2 + r2)3/2
(14)
1
R2

= 1 − (r′/r tan ˛)

(r′2 + r2)1/2
∀ z′ ≥ 0 (15)

The assumption for deriving (15) is that the center of curvature of
the drop’s surface in the plane normal to both surface and meridian
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ig. 1. Definition of a coordinate system for an axisymmetric drop resting on a
orizontal surface.

ection is situated on the drop’s revolution axis. In this parametri-
ation, the Young–Laplace equation for axisymmetric drops (5)
ransforms into:

1
R1

+ 1
R2

=
2r2 + 3r ′2 − rr ′′ − (1/ tan ˛)

(
(r ′)3/r + r ′r

)
(r ′2 + r2)3/2

= c(b − r cos ˛) + 2
b

(16)

here h = b + z = b − r cos ˛.

.2.2. Small-perturbation theory
Assuming that the drop profile deviates only slightly from a

ircle, a small-perturbation approach

= b(1 + εp(˛)) (17)

here it is assumed that ε 	 1 and p(˛) has sufficient regularity so
hat |p(˛)| < 1, |p′(˛)| < 1 and |p′′(˛)| < 1.

Introducing the first and second derivative of (17) with respect
o ˛ into (16) and factoring out b, we obtain:

2(1 + εp)2+3(εp′)2−(1 + εp)εp′′ − 1
tan ˛

(
(εp′)3

1 + εp
+ (1 + εp)εp′

)

−(cb2(1 − cos ˛(1 + εp) + 2)((εp′)2 + (1 + εp)2)3/2 = 0 (18)

he terms in ε2 are then neglected, which results in the new sim-
lified second-order differential equation:

εp′′(˛) − ε
p′(˛)
tan ˛

+ (−2 + cb2(−3 + 4 cos ˛))εp(˛) + cb2(cos ˛ − 1) = 0 (19)

.2.3. Assumption on cb2

Contact angle and surface tension measurements are gener-
lly accomplished using small drops whose diameters are of the

rder of magnitude of millimetres. Observing that capillary con-
tants c are of the order of magnitude of105m−2 (Table 1), it
ay be inferred that cb2 	 1, thus allowing for the simplification
2 + cb2(−3 + 4 cos ˛) ∼= −2.

able 1
alculated capillary constants based on surface tension and density data [26] for
elected liquids.

� [N m−1] � [kg m−3] c [m−2]

Dodecane 0.025 750 294,300
Diiodomethane 0.0514 3325 634,667
Mercury 0.47 13,534 282,486
Water 0.0728 1000 134,753
icochem. Eng. Aspects 364 (2010) 72–81 75

Defining C = cb2/ε, the following nonhomogeneous differen-
tial equation of second order with non-constant coefficients is
deduced:

p′′(˛) sin ˛ + p′(˛) cos ˛ + 2p(˛) sin ˛ − C(cos ˛ − 1) sin ˛ = 0 (20)

2.2.4. Solution
Using p(0) = 0 as boundary condition, Eq. (20) may be solved

analytically (see supplementary data online) leading to Eq. (21)
which is a first-order small-perturbation solution to (16).

r(˛) = b(1 + εp(˛)) = b + cb3

3

[
cos ˛

(
− ln |1 + cos ˛| + ln 2 + 1

2

)
− 1

2

]
(21)

The contact angle ˛c (see Fig. 1) can be deduced by geometrical
considerations according to (22).

tan(� − �0) = z′

x′

∣∣∣
˛c

= r(˛c) sin ˛c − r′(˛c) cos ˛c

r(˛c) cos ˛c + r′(˛c) sin ˛c
(22)

2.2.5. Parametrisation
Using the previously derived first-order perturbation solution,

the drop profile may be described by expression (23). Here, r(˛) is
given by (21) whereas x0 and z0 are the coordinates of the drop’s
apex.{

x = x0 + r(˛) sin ˛
z = z0 + b − r(˛) cos ˛

(23)

The reflected profile is defined by a horizontal symmetry at z =
zh = z(˛c), it is provided by Eq. (24).{

xr = x0 + r(˛) sin ˛
zr = 2zh − (z0 + b − r(˛) cos ˛)

(24)

2.3. Contour optimisation

2.3.1. Energy derivatives
Using the drop parametrisation defined in Fig. 1, image energy

(see Section 2.1) is given by expressions (25) and (26).

Eimage =
∫ ˛c

0

[
f z
u (x(˛), z(˛))x′(˛) + f zr

u (xr(˛), zr(˛))x′
r(˛)

]
d˛ (25)

Eimage = −
∫ ˛c

0

[
f x
u (x(˛), z(˛))z′(˛) + f xr

u (xr(˛), zr(˛))z′
r(˛)

]
d˛ (26)

The image energy in (25) and (26) is combined with the pertur-
bation solution in order to deduce partial derivatives of the image
energy (see supplementary data online). The partial derivatives are
required for the optimisation algorithm.

2.3.2. Computation of energy derivatives
The image energy’s partial derivatives (see supplementary data

online) appear to induce a considerable amount of computational
burden as they involve integrals and trigonometric functions. But
the same trigonometric functions occur in r(˛), ∂r/∂b, ∂r/∂c as
well as in r′(˛), ∂r′/∂b, ∂r′/∂c whereas ˛ is bounded to −� ≤ ˛ ≤ �
or even to 0 ≤ ˛ ≤ � if symmetry is respected. Pre-calculation of
trigonometric functions does therefore not necessitate much mem-
ory and all integrals are approximated by finite sums during the
optimisation process.
2.3.3. Optimisation strategy
A modular multivariable optimisation scheme based on the

steepest descent algorithm is implemented in order to minimise the
error function ((25) and (26)). It takes profit of analytical derivatives
after normalisation based on a standard maximum step.
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Fig. 2. Samples of a drop contour before an

.4. Synthetic data

Synthetic datasets were created by performing numerical
ntegration of the Young–Laplace equation. Six drop contours
ased on different drop volumes (20–60 mm3), capillary constants
0–196,200 m−2) and contact angles (45.5–161.1◦) were calculated.
rop profiles were subsequently altered by means of a gaussian

moothing filter and a gaussian noise filter. Smoothing was linearly
ncremented in 100 steps up to a smoothing radius of 10 pixels.
nalogously, noise was incremented in 100 steps up to a gaussian
oise variance equal to the dynamic range of the image. Sample

mages are displayed in Fig. 2 for one drop contour corresponding
o a contact angle of 71.4◦.

.5. Experimental setup

The experimental facility employed for surface tension mea-
urements of coal ash slags complies with a typical sessile drop
etup [27–30]. An outline of the arrangement is shown in Fig. 3.
t mainly consists of a high-temperature furnace, a CCD camera
eing attached to a zoom lens and an analysis computer which

s equipped with a framegrabber to digitise drop images. The fur-
ace permits to heat up a sample to 1500 ◦ C in a well-defined gas
tmosphere at atmospheric pressure. By melting a cylindrical pel-

et (5 mm in diameter, about 5 mm in height) of ash to be studied,
drop is created on a certain substrate material. This drop is then
hotographed and resulting greyscale images are analysed by three
ifferent algorithms.

Fig. 3. Experimental facility used for surface tension measurements.
application of noise and smoothing filters.

A welding safety glass is mounted in front of the zoom lens
to guarantee a clear view of the furnace’s interior. Until now, no
image calibration step is incorporated into the measurement pro-
cess, the zoom lens manufacturer states an optical distortion of up
to 0.113% for its device. To allow for a calculation of image resolu-
tion, a reference object of known diameter is positioned next to the
drop.

From the melting point of ash onwards, the furnace is heated
at a rate of 2 ◦C/min. Drop images are saved every 2 ◦ C to bitmap
files. The brightness and contrast settings of the framegrabber are
continuously adjusted by hand to compensate for changes in heat
radiation due to an increase in temperature. Because none of the
ashes studied so far forms a drop at temperatures below 1200 ◦C,
radiation of the sample is fully sufficient to have a clear view onto
the drop contour. Therefore, use of the light source is only made
when aligning the sample inside the furnace at room temperature.

2.6. Details on usage of LBADSA

In order to analyse image series, a modified version of
LBADSA was used. The analysis is initiated by manually provid-
ing parameters for the Young–Laplace approximation so that the
photographed drop shape in the first image of a series is roughly
represented by it. LBADSA then calculates a converged contour fit
and passes results to the following image as initialisation solution.
This process is repeated until the last image of a series is reached.

A contour fit is considered converged, when one iteration step
results in contact angle and capillary constant variations of less than
10−6◦ and 10−6 m−2, respectively. If such convergence criteria are
not achieved for an image, the analysis process is aborted after 300
iterations. Under these circumstances, both residuals were some-
times observed to fluctuate at values of about 10−5◦ and 10−5 m−2

without decreasing any longer.
A Gaussian smoothing filter of a 3.0 pixels radius is used for all

measurements. The parameter d, standing for the size in pixels of
drop reflection into substrate material, is constantly set to 1 as there
is no reflection in current images. Based on experience, d = 1 pixel
leads to better substrate line detection by LBADSA than choosing
d = 0 in such cases.

2.7. Other contact angle and surface tension determination
algorithms
In addition to LBADSA, two commercial algorithms that do not
rely on image energies were used to analyse obtained drop pic-
tures. Both codes implement a fitting of the numerically integrated
exact Young–Laplace equation to the drop profile and can there-
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(93.8%) and LBADSA (99.2%) are most robust when blurry contours
occur. In presence of noise, LBADSA is the only algorithm to per-
form contact angle measurements. Although the success rate is not
as high as with blurry data, LBADSA is able to measure accurate

Table 2
Success rate of LBADSA, ADSA and SCA20 contact angle determination on synthetic
datasets after application of smoothing and noise. Datapoints with less than 7% error
A.F. Stalder et al. / Colloids and Surfaces A

ore be considered as “classical” approaches in the light of works
y Bashforth and Adams [9]. Among other values, all algorithms
utput contact angle, drop volume and surface tension being repre-
ented by either capillary constant c = �� · g/� or Bond parameter
= �� · g · b2/� .
Each drop picture is analysed independently using the commer-

ial programs and a manual specification of the drop base line is
ollowed by the contour fit.

The first algorithm – being called “SCA20” hereafter – is devel-
ped by DataPhysics in Germany [31] and offers support for
ommunication with contact angle measuring devices sold by the
ompany.

The second algorithm will be named “ADSA” in the further
ourse of this article and originates from the University of Toronto.
t looks for a black drop on a white background wherefore greyscale
alues of obtained images need to be inverted prior to analysis
see Figs. 5 and 7). Applications and discussions of this code can
requently be found in literature [12,11,27,32,33].

Like with LBADSA, surface tension data needs to be calculated
rom capillary constant c or Bond parameter ˇ when using the
ommercial codes.

.8. Processing of calculation results

Due to some aberrant measurements, three filters needed to be
ntroduced in order to check outputted datasets of all three algo-
ithms for physical plausibility. The first such threshold restricts the
ontact angle to the range between 0◦ and 180◦. Secondly, the cap-
llary constant is constrained to positive values which assures c /= 0
or a correct calculation of surface tension. Thirdly, values for � are
imited to the interval of 0 mN/m to 1500 mN/m complying with
iterature specifications for coal ash slags [34–36,28,37]. Datasets
re discarded completely if one of the presented filter conditions
ails. In order to obtain surface tension values from output data,
apillary constant c and drop volume v have to be used. By dividing
n average sample mass m̄ determined before and after the exper-
ment by the calculated drop volume, surface tension � is derived
ccording to � = m̄ · g/v · c. It has to be noted that the density of
he surrounding gas atmosphere is neglected in this approach. In
ddition, errors in drop volume calculation and mass determination
irectly affect the resulting surface tensions.

This article solely presents data points that successfully passed
he filter conditions for all three algorithms.

. Results

.1. Simulated drop profiles

Fig. 4 shows drop profiles obtained from numerical integra-
ion of the Young–Laplace equation, analytical approximation
nd spherical approximation. All contours correspond to a drop
ith a large apex radius (3 mm) and a contact angle of 180◦.

hese parameters were chosen to show the error due to the
pproximation that appears for large drops and large contact
ngles. Capillary constants were augmented from c = 0 m−2 to
= 400, 000 m−2 (water≈ 130, 000 m−2, mercury≈ 280, 000 m−2).
or c = 0, all curves overlap completely but as capillary constant
ncreases, drop profiles of spherical approximation deviate consid-

rably from the Young–Laplace shape. In spite of the large apex
adius, drop contours of the analytical approximation differ slightly
rom the numerical solution. Discrepancies are solely present for
arge capillary constants, near to the interface and for large contact
ngles.
Fig. 4. Half drop profiles obtained from numerical integration of the Young–Laplace
equation, analytical approximation solution and spherical approximation for a large
drop with 3 mm apex radius, 180◦ contact angle and various capillary constants.

3.2. Synthetic drops

The contact angle determination success rate on synthetic
datasets after application of noise and smoothing filters is given
in Table 2. All algorithms provide accurate contact angle detection
on data without alteration due to smoothing or noise. While all
codes can measure contact angles for low smoothing filters, SCA20
were considered successful.

LBADSA (%) ADSA (%) SCA20 (%)

Smoothing 99.2 28.0 93.8
Noise 86.8 0 0
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Fig. 5. German black coal ash on graphite at 1310 ◦C.
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Table 3
Ratio of plausible datapoints measured by LBADSA, ADSA and SCA20 in Figs. 5–7. A
ratio of plausible datapoints below 100% indicate that in some situations either the
algorithm failed to produce any result or that the result was aberant and excluded
by the plausibility filter.

LBADSA (%) ADSA (%) SCA20 (%)

SCA20 outputs most deviating results whereas ADSA and LBADSA
Fig. 6. NaCl on graphite at 860 ◦C.

ontact angles in 86.8% of the trials. In all cases, accuracy of contact
ngle measurements decreased as the smoothing or noise filter’s
ntensity increased.

.3. Experimental drops

During sessile drop measurements, mainly two different drop
ypes were observed. Depending on substrate material, surround-
ng gas atmosphere and ash under investigation, upright round
rops (Figs. 5 and 6) or flat drops (Fig. 7) can be found. The applied

lgorithms generally perform better on large round drops, yielding
ow-scattering surface tension values as a function of temperature.
his finding is in full accordance with literature [27].

The ratio of plausible datapoints produced by the three algo-
ithms is shown in Table 3. Unlike Table 2, Table 3 does not indicate

Fig. 7. German brown coal ash on platinum–gold alloy at 1420 ◦C.
Serie from Fig. 5 91.0 86.5 59.5
Serie from Fig. 7 99.0 71.8 99.0
Serie from Fig. 6 89.8 6.8 98.3

the accuracy of the measurements but only the ability of each
algorithm to measure data that are not aberrant. The plausible
datapoints include all the measurements that could actually be per-
formed by one algorithm (some images can make one algorithm fail
and produce no measurements) and that were not excluded by the
plausibility filter.

While ADSA and SCA20 presented a wide range of ratio of plau-
sible datapoints on different datasets (from 6.8% to 99.0%), LBADSA
coherently presented a high ratio of plausible datapoints (≥89.8%).
Nevertheless, Table 3 is not enough to assess the accuracy of the
algorithms as one algorithm may gives out plausible yet inaccurate
values.

To underline previous statements, Fig. 8 provides calculated
contact angle and surface tension data for a coal ash forming a
round drop. Fig. 9 illustrates results for the image series of a flat
drop in contrast. Whereas surface tension scatters far less when
round drops are investigated, contact angle calculation exhibits
an opposite trend. Analysis of the flat drop image series leads
to nearly constant contact angle gradients for all three computer
codes. While the ADSA algorithm yields equally smooth contact
angle curves for round drops, LBADSA and SCA20 show scattering
results in those cases. This is likely due to the detection of the drop
baseline. While ADSA and SCA20 are not able to detect the interface
by themselves and use a constant level (manually defined) instead,
LBADSA automatically detects the baseline in every image.

Common for nearly all round-drop-forming ashes are negative
surface tension gradients at low temperatures and slightly rising
or stagnating surface tensions at high temperatures (with respect
to ADSA and LBADSA data). The increase of surface tension as well
as the order of magnitude of surface tension values are in accor-
dance with literature [34–36,28,37]. From Fig. 8 it is obvious that
are in very good agreement with each other regarding surface ten-
sion. In addition, SCA20 yields less valid data points (after filtering)
compared to other codes.

Fig. 8. Contact angle and surface tension for the round drop measurement series
corresponding to Fig. 5.
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ig. 9. Contact angle and surface tension for the flat drop measurement series cor-
esponding to Fig. 7.

In Fig. 10, low-scattering contact angles and surface tensions can
e found based on reference measurements using NaCl as melted
aterial. Due to lower temperatures in these experiments, the

lack-white-gradient is much less pronounced than presented in
igs. 5 and 7. This effect also reduces the sharpness of acquired
rop images (see Fig. 6). NaCl additionally forms wider drops com-
ared to coal ash slags which may be the reason for improvement

n SCA20’s results [38,39]. In this lower contrast situation, ADSA
ften failed analysing the contour. On the contrary, LBADSA does
ot seem to be influenced by lower image quality at all. The contin-
ous line shown in Fig. 10 denotes literature values for the surface
ension of molten NaCl [40].

Fig. 11 gives reasons for negative surface tension gradients
entioned above (Fig. 8) by showing drop volume and capillary

onstant as a function of temperature for the upright round sessile
rop in Fig. 5. The diagram states almost constant drop volumes at

ow temperatures, therefore, rising capillary constants are respon-
ible for a decrease in surface tension. It should be kept in mind
hat drop volume and capillary constant are direct output values of

omputer codes whereas density and surface tension are indirectly
alculated during post-processing. The sudden change in volume
nd capillary constant at about 1360 ◦ C can be explained by a
light collapse of the drop observable in acquired images (release

ig. 10. Contact angle and surface tension for the round NaCl drop measurement
eries corresponding to Fig. 6.
Fig. 11. Drop volume and capillary constant for the round drop measurement series
corresponding to Figs. 5 and 8.

of gaseous species formed within the sessile drop due to chemical
reactions of the slag).

4. Discussion

4.1. Error due to first-order approximation in LBADSA

Drop shape analysis using a first-order approximation of the
Young–Laplace equation was accurate in most situations. The
approach seems to be valid for many applications of the sessile drop
method where drops have small volumes and capillary constants.
Nevertheless in some situations, the approximation cb2 	 1 might
limit the application of the method. When the approximation is
no more valid, discrepancies can appear for large drops (i.e. large
apex radius) with large capillary constants and large contact angles
(see Fig. 4). Nonetheless, it is fairly easy to realise a rapid estima-
tion of the approximation cb2 	 1 and hence verify prospectively or
retrospectively the validity of calculations. In situations where the
approximation is not valid any more, it could be possible to refine
the output based on the analytical solution by using numerical inte-
gration of the Young–Laplace equation during the last optimisation
steps.

4.2. Comparison of algorithms

Analysing a sample series composed of 100 drop images (com-
parable to Fig. 5) on a desktop PC took approximately 26 min for
LBADSA, 2 min for ADSA and 1 minute for SCA20. At first sight,
the analytical solution to the Young–Laplace equation realised
in LBADSA should require less computation than a numerical
approach. However, reduction of computational cost in drop con-
tour calculation is overbalanced by using image energies and
interpolation methods. The longer analysis time of LBADSA can fur-
thermore be explained by the Java implementation as a plugin for
the open-source software ImageJ [41]. As LBADSA is not optimised
for speed yet, considerable calculation time improvements should
be possible.

In order to yield sensible results, classical algorithms need to
detect the photographed drop contour correctly, particularly near
the substrate line [32]. This implies a high image contrast and

clearly defined contours in a drop’s contact point regions. Due to
heat radiation (reflection) and setup of the measurement facility,
such clearness could not always be assured during current inves-
tigations. In this context, LBADSA proves to be much more robust
thanks to the use of image energies. It provides most reliable results
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or synthetic images altered with smoothing and noise as well as
or low-contrast experimental photographs.

The current implementation of LBADSA is able to accurately
etect a drop’s baseline location in presence of reflection. This

nformation helps to perform a precise drop analysis in turn. In
bsence of reflection, like for coal ash slags, automatic detection
s not always correct and may introduce contact angle scattering
e.g. for round drops). Such situations might better be managed
y manually defining the interface level. However, this feature is
urrently available for analysis of single images only and not for
nalysis of image series. Enhancing the interface detection proce-
ure or allowing for manual adjustment can thus improve contact
ngle accuracy and reduce data scatter.

The current version of LBADSA uses a simple steepest descent
lgorithm. As for any optimisation method, solutions are dependent
n initialisation. It can be assumed that more advanced optimisa-
ion strategies, such as Levenberg–Marquardt, can further enhance
onvergence radius, accuracy and speed.

.3. Application to coal ash slags

The investigation of coal ash slag surface tensions as a func-
ion of temperature reveals a decrease in the melting interval of
shes. Subsequently, a temperature-dependent, slight rise in sur-
ace tension can be detected. Observed surface tension values are
omprised between 400 mN/m and 800 mN/m.

. Conclusions

A new drop shape analysis method (LBADSA) allowing for
alculation of contact angles and surface tensions from sessile
rop images is presented. A first-order approximation of the
oung–Laplace equation is used to provide an analytical solu-
ion to the contour of sessile drops at low computational burden.
he economisation of machine time due to such analytical term
llows for implementing a computationally intensive image energy
pproach. Unlike common drop shape analysis algorithms, the
ombined image energy technique does not discretise drop con-
ours prior to fitting the Young–Laplace equation but employs full
nformation on original pixel values throughout the optimisation
rocess. Although LBADSA represents a first-order approximation
olution to the Young–Laplace equation, the method is valid in most
pplications of the sessile drop technique where small drops are
sed. Furthermore, accounting for drop reflection in the code guar-
ntees automatic interface detection and refined shape analysis as
ong as a drop mirror image is visible. The method is implemented
s a plugin for the open-source software ImageJ and is freely avail-
ble [1]. LBADSA was successfully validated on synthetic images
ltered with smoothing and noise as well as on experimental data
rom molten coal ash slags with a wide range of contrast properties.
ompared to two commercially sold softwares, LBADSA provides a
ery broad range of applicability with respect to different image
ypes and quality.

ppendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
he online version, at doi:10.1016/j.colsurfa.2010.04.040.
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